bankruptcy cases and adversary proceedings. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
Court retains the authority to seal documents that are not HSDs pursuant to 11
U.S.C. Section 107;
c. Any determination as to whether a document is an HSD will be resolved by the
assigned judge or, when no judge is assigned, the chief judge.
2. Obtaining Authorization to File a Document as an HSD
A party seeking to file an HSD first must obtain an order authorizing the treatment of the
filing as an HSD by filing a motion using these procedures.
a. Represented parties
i. A represented party must electronically file a motion to treat a document as an HSD
together with a proposed order as provided for in Local Rule 5005-5 and 5005-6
(b)(5), except that the proposed HSD itself must not be filed electronically. The
motion must explain why the document constitutes an HSD under the criteria set out
in paragraph 1 above or why it otherwise should be subject to the heightened
protection for HSDs.
ii. As soon as practicable after the motion is filed, the filing party must deliver to the
clerk’s office two paper copies of: the HSD sought to be filed and a certificate of
service demonstrating compliance with paragraph 2.c. The required documents,
unfolded, must be submitted to the clerk’s office in a sealed envelope marked
“HIGHLY SENSITIVE DOCUMENT.” The outside of the envelope must be affixed
with a copy of the HSD’s caption page (with confidential information redacted) and
with a copy of the notice of electronic filing generated from CM/ECF upon the filing
of the motion to treat the document as highly sensitive.
b. Pro se parties
Pro se parties must submit to the clerk’s office for filing two paper copies of: a motion
to treat a document as an HSD, the HSD sought to be filed, and a certificate of service
demonstrating compliance with paragraph 2.c. The required documents, unfolded, must
be submitted to the clerk’s office in a sealed envelope marked “HIGHLY SENSITIVE
DOCUMENT.” The outside of the envelope must be affixed with a copy of the HSD’s
caption page (with confidential information redacted).
c. Service by All Parties
The filing party must serve the motion and proposed HSD on the other parties as
provided for in Fed. R. Bankr. P. 7004 and 7005, excluding service via the court’s
electronic filing system or any other electronic service.
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